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It’s been said many times before: “Britain is not very good at turning the many scientific breakthroughs 
made in its university labs into big businesses.” Stian Westlake wishes he had £1 for every time he’s heard 
words to that effect. 

A classic example came two years ago when the government said that it wished to “address Britain’s 
historic weakness on commercialisation” as it launched a fund for bringing together academia and 
business. Mr Westlake, an adviser to the science, innovation and universities minister, says that he began 
to question whether the struggle to commercialise promising science really was a peculiarly British 
problem when he began to hear the same thing from policymakers, entrepreneurs and academics in other 
leading economies. 



First it was the Canadians and the Australians. Next, he heard it from Americans, despite the fact that the 
United States spends almost half a trillion dollars every year on research and development and, in Google, 
is home to one of the most successful university spin-outs of all time. The same complaint cropped up in 
Israel, a country famous for belying its small size to consistently produce technology companies based on 
scientific research. 

According to Mr Westlake, the final straw was when the Germans complained that “Konrad Zuse invented 
the computer, but Americans commercialised it”. What’s going on if even Germany, a country renowned 
for its engineering prowess, isn’t confident in its ability to commercialise technology? The lesson, Mr 
Westlake says, is that people everywhere underestimate how difficult it can be to turn a promising bit of 
research into a successful commercial operation. 

Nedko Ivanov can testify as to the scale of the challenge. The Bulgarian entrepreneur is chief executive of 
Metaboards, a spin-out from the University of Oxford working with “metamaterials”, synthetic, composite 
materials that exhibit properties not otherwise found in nature. He finds dealing with the university “very 
frustrating. It represents a constraint.” 

Since the process of spinning out technology from a university and commercialising it in a private 
company involves numerous stakeholders, from different disciplines and with different expectations, it is 
an inherently complex process that can be fraught with the risk for conflicts. Disagreements can spring up 
over the valuation of intellectual property, commitment from academics and where to focus sales efforts, 
to name but a few. 

A 2015 study into spin-outs by the Enterprise Research Centre found that for the “majority of academic 
founders” there were “significant tensions” between their commitments to university academic work and 
the demands of the embryonic company. Only a quarter of such founders were fully committed to the start-
up and the average time commitment was a mere 20 per cent of their working week. 

That can prove a constraint on growth, according to Mr Ivanov, with his company’s academic founders 
allowed to spend only about 10 per cent of their time on the start-up, unless Metaboards puts its hands in 
its pocket. “If we need more of [the founders’] time, we have to pay some ridiculous amount of money to 
the university to fund some research projects. It’s a very big conflict that doesn’t make any commercial 
sense.” 

Mr Ivanov previously ran Redux, a start-up that turns surfaces into speakers, eliminating the need for 
dedicated speakers on smartphones. Google acquired the company in January. “In Redux, we had the 
founders 100 per cent focused on the business. At Metaboards we have the founders outside of the 
business and preferring to be professors and having their [fingers in] two pies. That is difficult to make 
work, but we are working on transferring the knowledge out of their heads and into the company, leaving 
them with an advisory function from time to time.” 

Douglas Hansen-Luke is executive chairman of Future Planet Capital, which invests alongside 
institutions in promising companies that emerge from the world’s leading universities. He believes that 
Britain is rather better than some people realise at commercialising research. A report published in 2016 by 
the Russell Group of leading research-focused universities found that the UK performed better than 
Switzerland, Germany or France on the number of licence agreements to exploit university research 
findings. 

Spin-outs from the University of Oxford alone have raised £1.9 billion in external investment since 2011, 
£506 million of which was secured in the past year. Last month Ziylo, a life sciences business set up by a 
Bristol PhD student four years ago, was acquired in a deal worth £623 million, thought to constitute one of 
the largest deals of a British spin-out in recent years. Other promising companies include Oxford Nanopore 
Technologies, a gene-sequencing start-up valued at £1.5 billion. It’s evidence that, in Mr Hansen-Luke’s 
words, “Britain can commercialise companies”. 



However, he recognmises that spin-outs can take a long time to reach maturity and that some involved in 
the commercialisation of univeristy innovations are a “little bit too comfortable . . . If you’re a professor 
with tenure, you can dabble with your university spin-out. You don’t have the urgency of a start-up 
running out of money.” You can add to that what he calls a “tough dynamic” that exists all too often 
between the management of the spin-out and founding academics. Chief executives of such start-ups are 
often “moderately successful” people who find themselves leading a company founded by someone “who 
is the best in the world on a particular point”. 

According to the Future Planet Capital boss: “Every time you have a discussion, you feel inadequate 
versus someone whose science you are talking about. That difference in competence and confidence gets 
difficult because the academic has a sense of their importance, but the business manager knows the 
professor may have no commercial skill whatsoever.” 

Metaboards has raised about £4 million from investors including Oxford Sciences Innovation and 
Woodford Investment Management. Mr Ivanov argues that that spin-outs demand specialist and 
understanding investors: “It is high-risk stuff because the professors are not business people. They come 
up with something interesting, but they often don’t ask themselves the typical business questions. Am I 
solving a real problem? Would anyone pay money for the problem to be solved? And would they buy it 
from me rather than someone else?” 

Breakthroughs in metamaterials have been linked optimistically with the idea of creating an invisibility 
cloak, but Metaboards has a more prosaic and, it hopes, achievable application — a much more efficient 
and useful approach to wireless phone and tablet charging. 

Yet there’s been some tension over Mr Ivanov’s desire for the company to focus on one area: “Academics 
don’t understand that if you don’t focus, you can ruin the business. They think [management] has a short-
term focus, that we are a metamaterials business, not a wireless charging one. They don’t understand it’s 
all about timing, that we have to bring a product to market, have customer traction, generate revenues and 
then we can move into the next application. It’s interesting for academics to have different applications, 
but for me that can be a disaster for the business. You run out of money.” 

The other classic bone of contention is what Mr Hansen-Luke calls the “who gets what question . . . 
There is a strong perception that British universities take more of the intellectual property than they’re 
entitled to. I think that’s an excuse. It’s more about perception that reality.” 

However, he believes that universities would be better served by taking a small stake that cannot be diluted 
in a promising spin-out than the common 50 per cent share. “If you’ve come up with an idea, you can 
understand why they might perceive it unfair if they have to give away half on day one. In fact it’s better to 
have 5 per cent of Google at flotation than 50 per cent of a company that doesn’t get past its [second 
investment round].” 

British start-ups need global ambition 
In 2016 Katerina Spranger founded Oxford Heartbeat, a company designing software to make it “simpler, 
faster and more accurate” for surgeons to plan operations (James Hurley writes). 

Its initial focus has been on complex brain surgery. Instead of the live x-rays that surgeons rely on, Oxford 
Heartbeat simulates a detailed 3D image of the brain and shows how medical devices behave within it. “It 
means they can choose the best device and placement for every single patient,” Dr Spranger, who has a 
PhD in biomedical engineering from the University of Oxford, said. She then became a research associate 
at University College London. 

Some initial work that inspired her to start the company took place while she was at Oxford, but she turned 
down the chance to start the company as a university spin-out. Because the company’s product is software 
that does not hold a patent, there is no intellectual property for the university to claim ownership. 
Moreover, “going it alone allows you to go faster, there’s less bureaucracy, you can make decisions more 
quickly. Although I’m an academic and need support, I can learn along the way.” 



Douglas Hansen-Luke, executive chairman of Future Planet Capital, which orchestrates investment in 
promising companies that emerge from universities, said that the long gestation of spin-outs had informed 
its investment strategy: “We wait for winners to emerge. We only invest when they can demonstrate 
commercial readiness. Investment in the early stages of spin-outs is best done locally.” 

Once spin-outs are ready to trade, Future Planet Capital likes to take them global as quickly as possible. 
One of its companies, Pragmatic, is in its early commercial stages, but is already courting interest in Asia. 

Pragmatic, which is based in Cambridge and whose investors include Arm Holdings, the chip maker, has 
come up with a new way of producing circuits. Unlike the flat, rigid integrated circuits that form the basis 
of most electronic devices today, Pragmatic’s are flexible and are more than ten times thinner. 

“For what they do, it’s all about scale,” Mr Hansen-Luke said. Because the circuits made by the spin-out 
from Manchester University will be very cheap, it will need to sell enormous amounts to be viable. “They 
want to get to over a trillion units by 2020. That won’t happen just in the UK. 

“Britain’s spin-outs need to take a global attitude, not a parochial one. If we take too parochial an attitude, 
it won’t scale up and an overseas rival will develop it instead. We need to get British companies thinking 
global from day one.” 

 


